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Volkswagen Logo History

     Volkswagen is one of the biggest automobile brands today. The word “Volkswagen” means “People’s car”. It 
was established in 1937 in Germany, with the goal of manufacturing cars with affordable price for the common 
people. Over 79 years of the company history, they have changed their logo nine times. 

     There is a controversy over who the designer of the first logo was. Some people say that it was designed 
by Franz Xaver Reimspiess, an engineer who later joined the Porsche design office as a general designer, 
while others state that it was designed by Martin Freyer, a German artist who was famous for designing vases. 
Because this logo was created in the late 1930s, it consists of Nazi flag in the shape of swastika symbol. 
Also, this symbol signified “Ginfaxi”, an ancient Nordic symbol that symbolizes victory in battles. However, the 
familiar Volkswagen logo can be recognized inside the spoken circle from this original logo. After World War II, 
Volkswagen was taken over by the British, who redesigned the logo, taking out the wing arms of swastika.

     Later, when Volkswagen was returned to German ownership, a new logo was created. The designer is 
unknown but this logo looks much similar to what we see today. They took out the spokes surrounding the 
circle and made V and W in white, enclosing the letters within a white circle. It is a huge difference from the 
last logo since the colors of the letters are inverted. After this logo, they went back to black VW letters but 
eventually settled with white letters, which I personally think is better. With the letters in black, the logo gives 
me a flat and monotonous impression. On the other hand, white letters enclosed in the white circle on black 
background appear bolder and more dynamic.
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     In 1967, the logo became azure in color. From this point to the latest logo, the logo remained in bluish 
color with some small revisions. Going forward a few decades, in 2000, shadows were added to the logo 
and it became semi-3D. Then the last modification was done in 2012. The logo of 2000 and 2012 were both 
designed by MetaDesign, a design agency in San Francisco, which had been developing Volkswagen’s brand 
experiences and strategies for over 20 years. Over the years, Volkswagen has kept using the colors blue and 
white. The blue represents class, excellence and reliability while the white outlines charm, nobility and purity. I 
think the choice of color is very successful compared to what they had before. The colors blue and white give 
me sophisticated and exhilarated impression, which I believe is very important for an automobile brand. At the 
same time, the letters V, W, and the circle around them give this logo it’s beauty. All elements are in perfect 
harmony. It’s made not only with the right amount of figures, but also with just the right amount of ground while 
not distracting the visual impact of the logo. That precise balance is what makes this logo all memorable and 
one of a kind.

     Another thing MetaDesign did when they revised the logo was to emphasize the 3D aspect more 
intensely, presumably to achieve a more modern look. I personally think that this modification was very 
successful. Some people claim that the one before looked better, but I believe that they needed to revise 
it to match the trends of the modern age. Today, car companies use images that are heavily edited and 
enhanced for advertising. With all the advancement of graphic technologies, the logo could not stay flat and 
be left behind. It has to match the visual quality and still stand out on the ad, which I believe was achieved 
by this revision. Comparing the new and old ads of Volkswagen, the logo that was not 3D very suited the 
old advertisement. If you see the images from Volkswagen’s ad campaigns, “Think Small”, the logo perfectly 
matches the age and mood of the advertisement. Also, from 2014 Volskwagen has been keeping the tagline



“Das Auto”, which means “The Car” in German. Most of the ads from 2014 to the latest has this tagline right 
under the logo which I think gives the logo some visual definition and tightness.

     Overall, the evolution of the Volkswagen logo has been a process of deduction and addition. They took out 
unnecessary elements and added modern essence according the demands of the times. However, the main 
shape of the logo stayed the same from the beginning. Each change may be small but throughout the ages and 
through many revisions, it has been transformed to match the demand and expectations of the circumstances. 
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